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A Day for  

Baptist Chaplains 

Monday 24th January 

A chance to connect 

Baptist chaplains 

together. 

Find out more 
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Canary Wharf Multifaith 

Chaplaincy produce a brief 

weekly short (3-5 mins) 

podcast which anyone can 

listen to via Spotify. This 

one, by Revd Barbara 

Hume, is particularly 

relevant for chaplains: 

Learning to be 

comfortable to just 

listen and not 

speaking. 

UNCONDITIONAL SUPPORT 
 

Over recent years I have heard of a number of organisations in the public sector and 
the business world that have dismissed or rejected support or services from any group 

that seems to have a faith dimension at its heart. What has happened to have caused 

those organisations to have such a negative response to any offers to help? 

 

Whilst there may be all sorts of reasons for such a response, perhaps at the heart of 
the problem is the mismatch between perception and reality. We say: “We’re the 

church – or mosque or gurdwara or temple – and we’d like to help. ” They hear: 

“We’re the, whatever, and in exchange for some support we want you to adopt our 

beliefs.” 
 

Somehow, we have to demonstrate that our support and help is unconditional. At the 

height of the pandemic, people of goodwill – of all faiths, and none – freely offered all 

sorts of help as a gift to their neighbours. And that help was gratefully received. 
 

For the Christian, the season of Advent has just started. It is about preparing for 

Christmas. But this preparation is not about frantic buying and overindulging. Rather 

it is about expectant waiting. Waiting for a gift. We don’t know what the gift will truly 

look like nor how it will affect us. But it will be freely offered, with no strings attached. 
 

As people of faith, and in our roles as chaplains, we have a part to play in sharing this 

gift – of a full and worthwhile life – with those around us, freely, unconditionally, with 

no expectation of any reward for doing so. There may be difficulties, people may 
misunderstand our motives. But let’s not be discouraged. 

 

May this Christmas time present an opportunity to draw a challenging year to an end 

and space to anticipate what lies before you. 
 

Edited version of article by Revd. Michael Page, Trustee of Cambridgeshire Workplace 

Chaplaincy. You can read the full article here. 
 
 

WISHING YOU GOD’S BLESSING THIS CHRISTMAS 

Though COVID restrictions continue to impact chaplains it is 

heartening how new initiatives, and a determination to 

continue, have been characteristic of our WCM UK members 

this year. We have held 3 successful mini-conferences, an 

online training course and provided a regular forum for all 

team leaders – all online. Below are examples of how 

members are still engaging, still meeting challenges and still 

finding new ways of delivering chaplaincy. We look forward 

to 2022 with Advent hope and Christmas new beginnings. 

                                     Dick Johnson, WCM UK Moderator 
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